Seminar
On
USE OF QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH
(27th - 28th MARCH 2010)
Sponsored by: ICSSR  North-Western Regional Centre, Chandigarh

Venue: Ambedkar Hall, Near Department of Law

(Call for Participation)

Dear Sir/ Madam,

It gives me immense pleasure to inform you that the Department of Commerce, Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak is organising a seminar on ‘Use of Quantitative Techniques in Social Science Research’ on March 27th-28th, 2010 sponsored by the ICSSR, North-Western Regional Centre, Chandigarh. The aim of this seminar is to offer an opportunity to the research scholars and faculty members of the colleges and Universities of the North-Western region of India to share their views on varied aspects of quantitative techniques and its applications and offer them an opportunity to discuss current developments on this subject.

Sub-themes of Seminar are:
* An introduction of social science research and its relevance
* Basic quantitative techniques used in social science research
* Advanced quantitative techniques used in social science research
* Use of software in social science research particularly SPSS

It is requested that the information be circulated among the faculty and research scholars in your department /organization /institute to enable their participation in the seminar. The delegates will be registered at reception desk at 9.00 AM on 27th March 2010. Those participants who are interested in presenting papers shall bring their research papers in both Hard and Soft format (MS Word). A delegation fee of Rs 200/- is required to be paid by delegates at the time of registration. Delegates are requested to bring their Laptops for in session practice, if possible. All correspondence regarding the seminar through e-mail at: icssrcommerceSeminar@gmail.com will be preferred.

With personal regards,

(Dr. Rajpal Singh)
Organizing Secretary
Conference
On
Development of Commerce Education in Haryana
In Present Global Scenario
(25th - 26th MARCH 2010)
Sponsored by: Department of Higher Education, Haryana

Venue: Ambedkar Hall, Near Department of Law

(Call for Participation)

Dear Sir/ Madam,

It gives me immense pleasure to inform you that the Department of Commerce, Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak is organizing Conference on ‘Development of Commerce Education in Haryana in Present Global Scenario’ during March 25th-26th, 2010 sponsored by the Department of Higher Education, Haryana. The aim of this Conference is to offer an opportunity to all the parties who have a stake in the education of Commerce by providing them a platform to share their views on varied aspects of Commerce Education and offer them an opportunity to discuss current developments on this subject.

Sub-themes of the Conference are:

- Curriculum Development in the Sphere of Commerce – with Special Reference to the State of Haryana
- Employment Opportunities and Commerce Education
- Professionalism and Commerce Education in Haryana
- Contribution of Commerce Education towards Economic Advancement in Haryana
- Any other related Topic.

It is requested that the information be circulated among the faculty and research scholars in your department /organization /institute to enable their participation in the Conference. The delegates will be registered at reception desk at 9.00 AM on 25th March 2010. Those participants who are interested in presenting papers shall bring their research papers in both Hard and Soft format (MS Word). A delegation fee of Rs 200/- is required to be paid by delegates at the time of registration.

All correspondence regarding the conference through e-mail at: commerceseminar.mdu@gmail.com will be preferred.

With personal regards,

(Dr. Sanjiv Kumar)
Organizing Secretary